CHIME International
Digital Health Leadership Academy for nurses and midwives
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12 noon Tuesday 16 November to 12 noon Friday 19 November 2021
Cannington Court, Bridgewater, Somerset https://www.canningtoncourt.co.uk/
Overview
CHIME International, in partnership with the Florence Nightingale Foundation, will deliver a
residential Digital Health Leadership Academy. With an international faculty of digital health
experts and thought leaders, the Academy will give all delegates an opportunity to develop
their leadership posture and skills specifically for digital health; as well as build their own
personal and professional development.
Learning objectives
Analyse what a transformational strategy is and how it relates to digital strategies
Explain the qualities of leadership and collaboration necessary to effect change in their
organisations
Justify what tools and techniques work for a transformational strategy locally and
nationally
Identify priorities within a transformational strategy
Create a case for change within an organisation and a plan for sustaining change
Discover how to communicate the value of technology in impacting efficient operational
workflow and high-quality care
Analyse the elements that influence an environment of change
Justify the use of a change framework for a specific situation
Develop skills to deal with opponents and develop buy-in
Create a plan to balance priorities with existing resources
Compare characteristics of a high and low performing team
Develop a plan to sustain a high-performance team
Examine how digital health leaders presently operate and explore new approaches to
collaboration and engagement.
Describe how relationships with other members of the healthcare delivery team and
customers can be shaped by examining a new approach to customer service
Construct a plan to build effective relationships and valuable networks

Location
We are able to ffe
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cost. Cannington Court is a wonderful conference centre based in a converted 12 th Century
convent in the peaceful Somerset countryside and we are confident that you will enjoy the
chance to retreat from the world and focus on you and your professional impact.

Schedule
Tuesday 16 November
Morning

12:30pm
1:30pm 5:00pm
5:00pm
6:30pm
Wednesday 17 November
7:30am
8:30am 5:00pm
6:30pm
Thursday 18 November
7:30am
8:30am 5:00pm
6:00pm
7:00pm
Friday 19 November
7:30am
8:30am 12:00 noon
12:30pm
Afternoon

Cost
The price of a e di g he Acade
This includes:

Individual travel to Bristol or Taunton stations
Shuttle bus to Cannington Court
Or: drive in own car
Lunch
Academy day one
Check in to onsite accommodation
Dinner
Breakfast
Academy day two
Dinner
Breakfast
Academy day three
Drinks reception
Gala dinner
Breakfast
Academy day four
Shuttle buses depart for Bristol and Taunton stations
Individual onward travel
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All teaching and educational materials
Three igh accommodation at Cannington Court
Breakfast, lunch, dinner and refreshments
Final night drinks reception and Gala dinner
12-month subscription to CHIME University, online education platform
Please register here, we can invoice your Trust for payment: please supply a contact name and
email
https://chime.swoogo.com/leadershipacademy2021/payment?uid=6129fd0f514e5
Contact Jane Dwelly to discuss the course, colleague attendance and CHIME education
jdwelly@chimecentral.org
Contact Karen Mitchell to discuss travel and accommodation logistics and issues
kmitchell@chimecentral.org
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